
1st sign of Obstruction of Commerce
Is Ensley in an Opportunity Zone?
First response: No, Ensley was left 

out due to a “clerical error” 
Josh Carpenter: 8-5-2018
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“Material Facts” and “Legal Cause” of Obstruction of Commerce
Brian discover letter Mayor Woodfin send to Governor Ivey. 
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8 5 2018 Route Fifty, Senior Reporter, Bill Lucia: Figuring Out If 
‘Opportunity Zones’ Can Revitalize Struggling Neighborhoods

Josh Carpenter, economic development 
director for Birmingham Mayor Randall 
Woodfin, recalled how, shortly after the 
Opportunity Zones program became law, 
the mayor’s office sought to identify areas 
that are both ripe for investment and 
struggling economically.

https://www.route-
fifty.com/management/2018/08/alabama-
opportunity-zones-birmingham-huntsville/150291/ This slide is content from Brian K. Rice, 

www.briankrice.com, federal complaint 
against the City of Birmingham for 

Obstruction of Commerce in majority 
Black Communities in Birmingham



8 5 2018 Route Fifty, Senior Reporter, Bill Lucia: Figuring Out If 
‘Opportunity Zones’ Can Revitalize Struggling Neighborhoods

”Carpenter, (head of economic 
development for the city of Birmingham) 
in an email this week, blamed a “clerical 
error” for the commercial tract getting 
left out.” 

“He said the city asked for the Ensley 
Commercial Business District to be 
included as an Opportunity Zone in the 
original proposal it sent to the governor, 
and made the same request in a follow 
up letter to Ivey’s office after the state 
had sent in its submission to the feds.” 
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1st sign of Obstruction of Commerce
ADECA State Representative 

disagree with Carpenter, the City of 
Birmingham Economic Director 

“clerical error” statement 8-5-2018
In Route 50 Article “figuring out if 
Opportunity Zones can revitalize 

struggling neighborhoods
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Birmingham Business Journal – Construction Major Construction Projects from 2017 - 2021

Ensley

All major investment is geared to 
Downtown Birmingham and UAB  
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Opportunity Zone Announced Projects

$28.8m

$1.9m buy / 
$3m upgrades

$16.5m / 
96 units

$55m / 
The Marshall

14 units -
Utah

$3m htc

$609k buy 
/ 6k sf

$15m

$170m-$180m

$1.6m 
htc

$2.2m buy / 
$1.7m rehab

$500k transaction 
/ 6k sf

$1.36m 
buy

$13m

$13.5m

$3.2m / 
11 units

$15m

$20m

$1.894m htc

$23.4m 
$11m oz

$4.5 buy

$3.3m buy / 
may use OZ

The market is so good these 2 
developments turned down OZ Funds

$2.58m buy 
/ may use OZ

$3.3m OZ grant

OZ funding so good they sent $1.5m back to 
City of Birmingham, 38k sf

Prepared by Brian K. Rice  www.briankrice.com
Opportunity Zone investments routed away from distressed areas to most 

affluent Birmingham Census Tracts. It is time to route resources designed for 
our distressed underserved communities to our communities.

$40m/
$5moz

$400k buy / 3300sf / 
may use OZ funding

June 11 2021, Last Announced Project, 1 block 
away from Southern Research where the creator 

of the OZ maps and former city economic  
development director  is now the president of in 

the most developed census tract in the entire city

m= million, oz = Opportunity Zone, htc = state & federal historic tax credit, when price is unknown it is key to note that htc is 45% 
or less of total project cost. When buy is listed it means the article didn’t show rehab cost



Birmingham City Councilman Hilliard said: ”I just don’t know 
how we got left out” he said.” The explanation the 
councilman heard from the mayor’s office was that the 
neighborhood was excluded due to an error. 

Carpenter, in an email this week, blamed a “clerical error” 
for the commercial tract getting left out.

8 5 2018 Route Fifty, Senior Reporter, Bill Lucia: Figuring Out If ‘Opportunity Zones’ Can Revitalize Struggling 
Neighborhoods

Councilor John Hilliard:
Economic Development 

Committee Chair

City Council – Dec 2018 – 2021
Who have seen all the Opportunity 

Zone developments 

City Council – 2018 at time of 
Opportunity Zone designation



8 6 2020 Councilman Darrell O’Quinn. I think the geography is really 
important,” “There’s been a lot of conversation around the federal 
Opportunity Zones – tax shelter basically – and there are places that we visit 
daily where you would not think would need any incentive for investment but 
yet they’re included in the Opportunity Zone.” (picture from Birmingham AL City Council about us page) (quote from 8 
6 2020 Birmingham Business Journal Birmingham to consider capital improvement cooperative district) 

Birmingham City Councilman 
Darrell O’Quinn

(Image: Birmingham Watch)



What you don’t see?
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• With Birmingham projects currently in the pipeline valued at over $1 billion — $865 
million of which does not involve UAB — Carpenter said the potential cooperative 
district could even further create momentum going into fall 2021 for projects and 
small businesses that need capital.

• “I think the geography is really important,” said Councilor Darrell O’Quinn. “There’s 
been a lot of conversation around the federal Opportunity Zones — tax shelter 
basically — and there are places that we visit daily where you would not think 
would need any incentive for investment but yet they’re included in the 
Opportunity Zone.”

• O’Quinn said he believes this initiative is an advantageous solution for securing New 
Market Tax Credits, which are intended to create new opportunities, but the new 
board would have to be vigilant that incentives are distributed equitably. 

• “Historically, there have been parts of the city of Birmingham that haven’t gotten 
the same level of investment,” he said. “We want to make sure that we don’t go 
down that same path again.”
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Guest notebook: Opportunity Zones 
delivering on their promise
Oct 12, 2020 Updated Oct 14, 2020, 3:44pm CDT By Denise Cleveland-Leggett

• “Parkside district is about built out, so look for the area from the Red 
Mountain Expressway to 20th Street to really take off,” Shannon said.

• About $4.5 million in property transactions have closed in Southside over 
the past few weeks, paving the way for several projects.

• There was New Jersey-based Aptitude Development scooping up half a 
block on Third Avenue South for more than $3 million as it makes headway 
on its new student housing development, “The Marshall.”

• The south side is offering two extremely stable real estate drivers in 
medical and additional housing that is under construction or proposed,”

• Coupled with tax credits and Opportunity Zone incentives, the interest 
rates are attractive to both developers and end users. 
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Viewpoint: Historic renovation tax 
credit has proven its worth
Ty West – Editor-in-Chief, Birmingham Business Journal  Feb 28, 2020, 12:13pm EST

• While the tax credit has been utilized by developers across the state, 
the tax credit also has had a significant impact on Birmingham’s 
trajectory – owing to both the city’s high concentration of historic 
buildings and the ongoing building boom that’s happening in the 
Magic City and urban cores around the nation.

• Given the high level of outsider investor interest in Alabama and the 
fact that virtually all of downtown Birmingham is an Opportunity 
Zone, it would be foolish to let the credit expire again.

• https://www.bizjournals.com/birmingham/news/2020/02/28/viewpo
int-historic-renovation-tax-credit-has.html
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• The Treasury Department’s watchdog said it was looking into the Opportunity Zone 
program, a multibillion-dollar tax break that is supposed to help low-income areas.

• A federal tax break meant to help poor communities that became a windfall for 
wealthy investors is being investigated by the Treasury Department, the agency’s 
deputy inspector general said on Wednesday.

• The inquiry is being conducted at the request of three Democratic lawmakers, 
Senator Cory Booker of New Jersey, Representative Emanuel Cleaver II of Missouri 
and Representative Ron Kind of Wisconsin.

• The lawmakers made their request after articles in The New York Times and 
ProPublica raised questions about the Opportunity Zone tax break.

• https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/??/business/trump-opportunity-zone-
investigation.html

Trump Tax break that 
benefited the rich is being 
investigated
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• The Opportunity Zones program allows individuals or corporations to roll unrealized 
capital gains into opportunity funds that can be used for investment in startups and 
small businesses, as well as real estate development, in traditionally low-income 
areas.

• The city of Birmingham said in a statement that it plans to "showcase the community 
and economic development assets that are ripe for investment and growth in our 
neighborhoods."

• Josh Carpenter: "Opportunity zones are a tool to play offense on neighborhood 
revitalization priorities

• https://www.bizjournals.com/birmingham/news/2018/11/07/feds-shed-more-light-
on-potentially-transformative.html

Feds shed more light on potentially 
transformative program for 
Birmingham Brent Godwin  – Real Estate Editor, Birmingham Business Journal

Nov 7, 2018, 3:53pm EST
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Guest notebook: Opportunity Zones 
delivering on their promise
Oct 12, 2020 Updated Oct 14, 2020, 3:44pm CDT By Denise Cleveland-Leggett

• The Opportunity Zone Initiative is following through on its promise to lift 
Americans out of poverty.

• Last month, the Council of Economic Advisers released a report detailing 
the successes we’re already seeing across America. The Council found that 
in just two years, Opportunity Zones have driven $75 billion in new 
investments to distressed American communities. These new investments 
will lift at least 1 million Americans out of poverty, decreasing the poverty 
rate in Opportunity Zones by 11%.

• The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act established Opportunity Zones to 
incentivize long-term investments in low-income communities 
nationwide. These incentives offer capital gains tax relief for new 
investment in designated Opportunity Zones.
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The Interview: Robert Simon casts vision for future of 
Carraway as Northside ParkBy Hanno van der Bijl  – Real Estate Reporter, Birmingham Business Journal Jan 19, 2021 Updated 

Jan 19, 2021, 3:16pm CST

• I’ve been doing this a long time — we’ve been part of a number of economic development 
deals in the Birmingham area — and I’ve never seen a deal fall apart because the 
investment from the municipality was not there. https://www.bizjournals.com/birmingham/news/2021/01/19/inside-the-push-
to-redevelop-carraway.html

City approves $13M in incentives for 

Carraway redevelopment https://www.bizjournals.com/birmingham/news/2020/12/29/city-council-approves-
incentives-for-carraway.html

The $340 million Carraway redevelopment project. The Birmingham City Council approved a 
request by Corporate Realty’s Northside Redevelopment LLC for a $4.1 million grant for 
acquisition and blight removal as well as up to $9.1 million in incentives that would be 
based on future tax revenues generated by the development.
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Birmingham Business Alliance calls for 
racial inequality to be ‘directly addressed’
Updated https://www.al.com/business/2020/06/birmingham-business-alliance-calls-for-racial-inequality-to-be-directly-addressed.html

June 17th 2020 Al.com article: 

• The executive committee of the Birmingham Business Alliance has released a 
statement calling on longstanding issues of racial inequality and social 
injustice to be “honestly and directly addressed.”

• “The Birmingham Business Alliance exists to promote growth, economic 
development and prosperity in our region. We believe that diversity, inclusion 
and economic equality are critical to our success as an organization and to the 
long-term success of our region and our State. We also believe that we will not 
achieve our goals if racial inequality and social injustice are allowed to 
continue.

• The BBA Executive Committee is a 14-member body consisting of Birmingham 
Mayor Randall Woodfin; Jefferson County Commissioner Steve Ammons; UAB 
President Ray Watts; Nelson Bean, Synovus Bank Division CEO; Alabama 
Power CEO Mark Crosswhite; Gregory Curran, Maynard Cooper & Gale 
chairman; Nancy Goedecke, Mayer Electric CEO; Jim Gorrie, Brasfield & Gorrie 
CEO; Joe Hampton, Spire president; Dawn Sharff, Bradley managing partner; 
Sanjay Singh, Pack Health; Mark Tarr, Encompass Health CEO; John Turner, 
Regions Bank CEO and Tim Vines, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Alabama CEO.
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My 8 buildings were appraised at 
$0.00 in 2019. 

THIS IS TAXATION WITHOUT 
REPRESENTATION

If the State Appraisal Board can 
agree to a $0.00 appraisal then my 

taxes need to be $0.00 for the 
structures but the County increased 
the taxes to around $235,000 for 

the structures 
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Every investor, banker, real estate agent I met asked me for 2+ years is Downtown Ensley in an 
Opportunity Zone and then several said, we have OZ investors and they are only looking for OZ 
properties. “I responded every time saying, the OZ stopped 2 blocks from my properties at the 
entrance of the Ensley commercial district”. All communication stopped after they learned 
Ensley was not apart of opportunity zones. 

I tried to sell my properties and even my agent stated he had investors that were looking for OZ 
properties. I tried to get traditional lending and was faced with historic levels of redlining by 
receiving a $0 appraisal on my 8 structures of 33,000sf. I spoke with a billion dollar finance group 
out of New York as well and the first question they asked me was about opportunity zones.   

One of many text messages I received 
from 2018-2020 investors, bankers, realtors



Thank You
April Hansson

+1 23 987 6554

State and County Property Taxes should be based off of
$0 building values for 8 buildings if my redlined appraisal 
led by Synovus Bank and CBRE appraisers is accurate and 
all surrounding owners should owe $0 taxes or almost $0

www.briankrice.com 



2nd sign of Obstruction of Commerce
My 8 buildings were appraised at 
$0.00 in 2019. A single U.S. Penny 

can’t be worth more than my 
buildings. So the appraisal and 

banking world is telling me someone 
can buy 800 buildings in an inner 
city community for $1.00 or less
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My 8 inner city urban buildings were 
compared to the abandoned car wash and 

rural farm land shown below in the appraisal 
to unjustly devalue my assets and equity. 



I will never look down on any underserved community
I will never look down on any of our communities that are blighted and 

have been locked out of resources after experiencing what I have 
experienced in Birmingham or any blighted area that is targeted with 
public disinvestment and redlining, I may cry but I will not look down on 

those areas AND DEFINITELY NOT THE PEOPLE. 



3rd sign of Obstruction of Commerce
The Alabama Real Estate Appraisal 

Board cover up the appraisal 
review after 13 months and would 
not respond to my concerns of my 
buildings being compared to rural 
farm land and a abandoned car 

wash



4th sign of Obstruction of Commerce
Brian see Synovus Bank Supporting 

Letter and Brian realize his buildings 
are caught in the middle of public 

and private corruption that excluded 
all Downtown Ensley owners from 
Opportunity Zones. This explained 
unjust devaluation of Real Property 

and 3+ years of obstruction of 
commerce in Downtown Ensley.
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Contoso
S u i t e s

“Black owned businesses account for less than  2% 
of all sales in a city with a population of 70%+ of 
African Americans” John Archibald writes in his 

article titled “Birmingham’s failure was not 
gentrification” on Mar 23rd 2016.

28www.briankrice.com 

Birmingham
Where Freedom Lives
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July 24th 1988 We need help from the City. We can’t 
continue to remain last . I hope this number 
has changed but I doubt it because when you 
go to an area like 5 Pts West for example 
where the city has the largest traffic count of 
African Americans but there is a shortage of 
black owned buildings and businesses. 
Everyone is foreign or white with the 
exception of a few businesses amongst the 
masses.
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The Question that bothered me
I kept asking myself why would the 

mayor and his staff get offended after 
I ask for help regarding appraisal 

injustice. This eventually caused me to 
research and question everything.



Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

"To shun an entire community because of its racial 
makeup, is just as wrong as to reject an applicant because 
they are African American," said Attorney General Janet 
Reno.  "Some neighborhood banks may turn away blacks 
because of their race, but other neighborhoods may not 

even have banks to which blacks can turn."

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

Jan 14th 2021: The Department of Justice obtained more 
than $2.2 billion in settlements and judgments from civil 

cases involving fraud and false claims against the 
government in the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 2020, 

Acting Assistant Attorney General Jeffrey Bossert Clark

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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City Scoring Chart sent to the Governor shows that 
Ensley has “0” City Assets and “1” Brownfield Site

Ensley
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The City Scoring Chart omitted 5 City Assets in Downtown Ensley 
which “would have been reasonably known by the city”an

increased Ensley zip code score alone by ?? points and
increasing its ranking from #10 to being ranked #5
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The City Scoring Chart omitted known 
Brownfield sites in Downtown Ensley. 

The attached inventory was created by the 
Birmingham Regional Planning Commission in 

2016 which was used to prepare the City of 
Birmingham Framework plan for Pratt and Ensley 

communities. Even this document doesn’t 
account for abandoned gas stations and other 
brownfield sites in Ensley which I accounted for 

in my brownfield calculation for Ensley
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End of Opportunity ZoneEntrance to 
Downtown Ensley

Many of these buildings 
and lots developed in the 
late 1800s and early 1900s 
classify as brownfield sites 
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census tract prioritization poverty scorelocation
1 1073000100 high priority 41.8 East Lake and Back of Airport
2 1073000300 high priority 39.2 Woodlawn / Rev Birmingham / Willowood
3 1073000400 high priority 33.7 Airport and Inglenook
4 1073000500 high priority 44.8 Airport to Stockam, patton park, greenwood park
5 1073000700 high priority 65 Collegeville, Hudsonk8, 35th Ave Superfund site
6 1073000800 high priority 30 Hooper City, Flying J, Acipco, to edge of Carraway
7 1073001200 high priority 23.4 Finley Blvd, DOT, Thomas, Tuxedo Heights - Pratt NorthEast of Village Creek
8 1073001400 high priority 25.9 East Thomas, Enon Ridge, Tuggle
9 1073001500 high priority 43.5 Fountain Heights, Evergreen Bottom, Druid Hills

10 1073001600 high priority 43.8 Druid Hills, Norwood, Carraway
11 1073001902 high priority 33.9 Airport, Wahouma, 20 59  Dead Mans Curve
12 1073002200 high priority 31.3 South of Airport to Ruffner Mtn, South of East Lake
13 1073002303 high priority 54.9 Century Plaza, Gate City
14 1073002400 high priority 49 Avondale
15 1073002700 high priority 38.1 Railroad Park, 2nd Ave S to All of Downtown CBD between 20/59 31/ and 65
16 1073002900 high priority 38.4 smithfield, legion field
17 1073003001 high priority 19 all of Birmingham Southern to 3rd Ave W, cut off Bush Hills main part of neighborhood
18 1073003002 high priority 48.9 College Hills, Legion Field, Elyton Village
19 1073003100 high priority 35.6 Bush Hills and Fairview
20 1073003200 high priority 50.9 Ensley HS, Ave I, First Baptist Church Ensley, to Holy Family
21 1073003900 high priority 49.1 Fairgrounds, Crossplex, 5 Pts West Shopping Center, Rickwood Field, Lomb Ave
22 1073004200 high priority 32.6 Memorial Park, Trinity Site, Titusville, Elyton School, Arlington Home
23 1073004500 high priority 70.9 all of UAB 2nd ave s at Railroad Park to 65 to 11th ave s to 31/ red Mtn Expressway/ southtown, stop across from the pancake house
24 1073011209 high priority 28.3 Jeff State
25 1073012602 high priority 22 Ruffner Mtn, Irondale, Racetrack, Gun Club Rd
26 1073013100 high priority 35.2 Lawson State, Wenonah
27 1073004902 high priority 31.3 Ramsay High School, Southside North of Vulcan
28 1073002000 high priority 45.8 Ruffner Mountain, East of Oporto Madrid to 1st ave N South of East Lake
29 1073002100 high priority 32.7 Ruffner Mountain, East of 81st to 1st ave N South of East Lake
30 1073003300 high priority 27.4 Downtown Ensley East
31 1073003400 high priority 46.8 Downtown Ensley West
32 1073003700 high priority 31.4 Ensley Highlands, Belview 

Attached is the 
census tract 
high priority 
order Mayor 

Woodfin sent to 
Governor Ivey
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There are other areas with 
obvious low rankings like 
Pratt City, Wylam, Central 
Park, West End,  Belview 
Heights that were also 
scored incorrectly. It 
amazed me that the city 
of Birmingham also 
prioritized areas within 
their city below 
surrounding cities. 

28 1073002000 high priority 45.8 Ruffner Mountain, East of Oporto Madrid to 1st ave N South of East Lake
29 1073002100 high priority 32.7 Ruffner Mountain, East of 81st to 1st ave N South of East Lake
30 1073003300 high priority 27.4 Downtown Ensley East
31 1073003400 high priority 46.8 Downtown Ensley West
32 1073003700 high priority 31.4 Ensley Highlands, Belview 
33 1073005000 high priority 22.7 Glen Iris, Georgeward park
34 1073005101 high priority 58.8 Titusville, Loveman Village
35 1073005302 high priority 9.4 Roebuck Springs
36 1003005701 high priority 17.5 Wiggins Park, Powderly
37 1073005800 high priority 31.2 Valley Ave south of Vulcan
38 1073005903 high priority 23.9 St Vincent East, Huffman
39 1073005905 high priority 23.9 Huffman High school
40 1073005908 high priority 25.4 Spring Lake
41 1073010900 high priority 36.1 Tarrant
42 1073011207 high priority 18.2 Centerpoint
43 1073011210 high priority 31.9 Pinson and Apple Valley
44 1073011802 high priority 30.9 Centerpoint
45 1073011803 high priority 25 Centerpoint
46 1073011804 medium priority 22.8 Centerpoint
47 1073011901 medium priority 36 Black Creek, Fultondale
48 1073012002 medium priority 18.7 I 22 and I 65, North Smithfield Manor, Brookside, Fultondale
49 1073001100 medium priority 18.5 Pratt City
50 1073003500 medium priority 27.2 Wylam
51 1073003600 medium priority 17.9 Belview Heights
52 1073003802 medium priority 26.6 Central Park
53 1073004000 medium priority 38.2 West End
54 1073005200 medium priority 21.4 Elmwood and West End
55 1073005500 medium priority 45.9 Harriman Park
56 1073005600 medium priority 15.7 Montclair Rd
57 1073005702 medium priority 25.5 Cooper Green Park / Henry Crumpton
58 1073010002 medium priority 13.4 North of US Pipe / Hueytown
59 1073010100 medium priority 36.2 Bessemer / Abrams School near Lowes
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Josh Carpenter
City of Birmingham Economic 

Development Director

Monday Oct 29th 2018 Citylab Conference
Mayor Woodfin: “In Birmingham, we did it, the mayor’s office 
did it. In Birmingham we chose the census tracts we wanted 
to send to the Governor” for Opportunity Zones. “That alone 

let’s us know we are in the drivers seat.”
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Obstruction of Commerce
Unknown to me in 2018 and 2 

months before I approach Synovus 
Bank for a loan, Nelson Bean, CEO 

sent letter of support to Josh 
Carpenter head of Economic 

Development that excluded Ensley 
from Opportunity Zones
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On June 28th 2019 Brian K. Rice meet with the Nelson Bean, Synovus 
Bank CEO, Birmingham Division:

Audio Clip: Nelson Bean: “So first let me apologize for this time 
delay.” I’m sorry for the delay”, “I know you are at your wits in with us 

and I’m sorry, I should have had Bill (Inabinet) “OUT OF THE WAY”. 
“Bill FAILED.” “Bill is retail.” (Bill is a retail banker and not a 

commercial banker. Nelson then introduce me to Michael Crane who is 
Rev Birmingham Commercial Banker. It took Synovus 8+ months to
introduce me to a commercial banker which is clear sign they were 
doing all they could to make sure I didn’t get the commercial loan I 
needed. In this audio clip Nelson talk about his relationship with Rev 

Birmingham and David Atticus and then he states that Josh Carpenter 
is involved over here as well. It was a 2 hour conversation so we 

talked about a lot more) audio clip inside full press release video 
around 27-30 min mark
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Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

June 7 2017: “When the federal government settles a case 
against a corporate wrongdoer, any settlement funds 
should go first to the victims and then to the American 

people— not to bankroll third-party special interest groups 
or the political friends of whoever is in power,” said 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions. 

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

August 13th 1997: ALBANK TO MAKE $55 MILLION IN 
DISCOUNTED LOANS FOR ALLEGEDLY ENGAGING IN 

REDLINING, UNDER JUSTICE DEPARTMENT SETTLEMENT

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

August 22nd 1994: JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OBTAINS 
UNPRECEDENTED SETTLEMENT FROM D.C AREA BANK 

FOR ALLEGEDLY FAILING TO SERVICE PREDOMINANTLY 
BLACK AREAS: Attorney General Janet Reno

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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Department of Justice case law with 
similar Obstruction of Commerce in 
Black Communities across the U.S. 

1994: "You can't be refused service, if there 
is no service being offered," said Assistant 
Attorney General for Civil Rights Deval L. 

Patrick. 

Department of Justice case law with similar 
Obstruction of Commerce in Black Communities
or with similar fraud across the U.S. under different 
U.S. Attorney Generals 
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Remedy to Obstruction of Commerce
Resources need to be allocated to victims at a minimum of treble 
damages and punitive damages where the courts see fit. I loss 3 

years of equity. I loss the ability to restore my buildings to 
increase my equity and business income with the same 100% tax 
right offs through opportunity zones. I loss the ability to purchase 
and repeat with more real property. My neighbors loss the same. 
We need help getting access to resources we have been locked 
out from. We can work together and help create healthy and 

balanced communities. Help us stop the hurt. Brian K. Rice, 
www.briankrice.com



I, Brian K. Rice, close with the following statement: I will never look down on any of our 
communities that are blighted and have been locked out of resources after experiencing what I 

have experienced in Birmingham or any blighted area that is targeted with public 
disinvestment and redlining, I may cry but I will not look down on those areas AND DEFINITELY 
NOT THE PEOPLE. I will look directly into the eyes of those in position of authority who have 

the wealth of public, non profit and corporate resources who continue to operate with a blind 
eye or who participate in the exploitation of public resources as if there is no concern about 

the healthy and balanced development of our communities. 

We prevent crime that stemmed from the seed and root of lack of opportunity and lack of 
resources and lost hope by creating hope and opportunity through strategically placed 

resources thereby creating a whole new set of perceived options before the option of homicide 
pops in the mind and finished with the pulling of the trigger. 

We must create environments where African American small businesses get a fair chance to 
grow. If we never grow, then the #1 group that will likely hire the most unemployed and 

underemployed group of men and women in this city and in this country never develop and our 
society will unfortunately continue to see the unfortunate symptoms of a large segment of 

people that are systematically locked out. 

We need the help of the Department of Justice in Birmingham, AL. 
Brian K. Rice, www.briankrice.com 8-18 -2021
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“Give us a fair shot and we can improve our 
communities.” Brian K. Rice

www.briankrice.com


